GATORopathies: The role of amino acid regulatory gene mutations in epilepsy and cortical malformations.
The mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway has been implicated in a growing number of malformations of cortical development (MCD) associated with intractable epilepsy. Mutations in single genes encoding mTOR pathway regulatory proteins have been linked to MCD such as focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) types IIa and IIb, hemimegalencephaly (HME), and megalencephaly. Recent studies have demonstrated that the GATOR1 protein complex, comprised of DEPDC5, NPRL3, and NPRL2, plays a pivotal role in regulating mTOR signaling in response to cellular amino acid levels and that mutations in DEPDC5, NPRL3, or NPRL2 are linked to FCD, HME, and seizures. Histopathological analysis of FCD and HME tissue specimens resected from individuals harboring DEPDC5, NPRL3, or NPRL2 gene mutations reveals hyperactivation of mTOR pathway signaling. Family pedigrees carrying mutations in either DEPDC5 or NPRL3 share clinical phenotypes of epilepsy and MCD, as well as intellectual and neuropsychiatric disabilities. Interestingly, some individuals with seizures associated with DEPDC5, NPRL3, or NPRL2 variants exhibit normal brain imaging suggesting either occult MCD or a role for these genes in non-lesional neocortical epilepsy. Mouse models resulting from knockdown or knockout of either Depdc5 or Nprl3 exhibit altered cortical lamination, neuronal dysmorphogenesis, and enhanced neuronal excitability as reported in models resulting from direct mTOR activation through expression of its canonical activator RHEB. The role of the GATOR1 proteins in regulating mTOR signaling suggest plausible options for mTOR inhibition in the treatment of epilepsy associated with mutations in DEPDC5, NPRL3, or NPRL2.